
S| 01 " I from 240 to 260 volts and whose modulation products
ta il ized were 75 db below the signal output at full load. Foran amplifier of conventional design and comparable

size this change in plate voltage would have produced
ee -Bac k X Nmn11 Flers about 0.7 db variation while the modulation products

would have been only 35 db down; in other words,
40 db reduction in modulation products was effected.
(On an energy basis the reduction was 10,000 fold.)

This paper describes and explains the Stabilized feed-back possesses other advantages
theory oF the Feed-back principle and including reduced delay and delay distortion, re-

duced noise disturbance from the power supply
demonstrates how stability of amplification, circuits and various other features best appreciated
reduction of modulation products, and by practical designers of amplifiers.

certain other advantages follow when It is far from a simple proposition to employ feed-certain other advantages Follow when back in this way because of the very special controlstabilized feed-back is applied to an required of phase shifts in the amplifier and feed-
amplifier. The underlying principle of back circuits, not only throughout the useful fre-
design by means of which "singing" is quency band but for a wide range of frequencies

avoided also is set Forth. The paper con-
above and below this band. Unless these relationsavoided also Is set forth. The paper con- are maintained, singing will occur, usually at fre-

cludes with some examples of results quencies outside the useful range. Once having
obtained on amplifiers which have been achieved a design, however, in which proper phase
built employing this new principle.

Fig. 1. Ampli-
By fier system with efev
H. S. BLACK Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., i AMPLIFIE CIRCUE+N+D
MEMBER A.I.E.E. New York, N. Y. /(E NtD)_.

DUE TO ADVANCES in vacuum-
tube development and amplifier technique, it now is
possible to secure any desired amplification of the FEEDBACK CIRCUIT
electrical waves used in the communication field.
When many amplifiers are worked in tandem,
however, it becomes difficult to keep the over-all e. signal inputvoltage
circuit efficiency constant, variations in battery me. propagation of amplifier circuit
potentials and currents, small when considered ,e. signal output voltage without feed-back
individually, serious tra- ..n. noise output voltage without feed-backindividuall.y, adding up to produce serious trans- d(E). distortion output voltage without feed-back

mission changes for the over-all circuit. Further- i. propagation of feed-back circuit
more, although it has remarkably linear properties, E. signal output voltage with feed-backN. noise output voltage with feed-backwhen the modern vacuum tube amplifier is used to D. distortion output voltage with feed-back
handle a number of carrier telephone channels, The output voltage with feed-back is E + N + D and is the
extraneous frequencies are generated which cause sum of ue + n + d(E), the value without Feed-back plus
interference between the channels. To keep this m0[E + N + D] due to feed-back.
interference within proper bounds involves serious
sacrifice of effective amplifier capacity or the use of a [E + N + D](1 -,-t) = ,ue + n + d(E)
push-pull arrangement which, while giving some E + N + D = He + n + d(E)
increase in capacity, adds to maintenance difficulty. 1 - 3 1 - 1 -
However, by building an amplifier whose gain is If uj1 > 1, E = e Under this condition the ampli-

made deliberately, say 40 decibels higher than neces- Fication is independent of A but does depend upon o. Conse-
sary (10,000 fold excess on energy basis) and then quently the over-all characteristic will be controlled by the
feeding the output back to the input in such a way feed-back circuit which may include equalizers or other

A A ItI. . II ^ corrective networks.as to th:row away the excess gain, it has been found orcie ewrs
possible to effect extraordinary improvement in
constancy of amplification and freedom from non-
linearity. By employing this feed-back principle relations are secured, experience has demonstrated
amplifiers have been built and used whose gain variedi that the performance obtained is perfectly reliable.
less than 0.01 db with a change in plate voltage The carrier-in-cable system dealt with in a recent

___________________________________ Institute paper (Carrier in Cables by A. B. Clark
Full text of a paper recommended for publication by the A.I.E.E. committee and B. W'. Kendall. A.I.E.E. TRANS., Dec. 1933, P.
on communication, and scheduled for discussion at the A.IE.E. winter con -1050) involves mayamplifiers intandemwt
vention, Jan. 23-26, 1934. Manuscript submitted March 28, 1933; released mn nwt
for publication December 4, 1933. Not published in pamphletform. 'many telephone channels passing through each
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amplifier and constitutes, therefore, an ideal field where zero subscripts refer to conditions without
for application of this feed-back principle. A field feed-back.
trial of this system was made at Morristown, New With feed-back, : is not zero and the input to
Jersey, in which 70 of these amplifiers were operated the ,u-circuit becomes eo + ( (E + N + D). The
in tandem. The results of this trial were highly output is E + N+ D and is equal to p, [eo + 3 (E +
satisfactory and demonstrated conclusively the N + D) ] + it + dE or
correctness of the theory and the practicability of its _ueo d(E)
commercial application. E + N + D 1 1- + d (2)

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT In the output signal, noise and modulation are
divided by (1 - AO), and assuming 1 - AO3I > 1,

In the amplifier of Fig. 1, a portion of the output all are reduced.
is returned to the input to produce feed-back action. CHANGE IN GAIN DUE To FEED-BACK
The upper branch, called the ,u circuit, is represented
as containing active elements such as an amplifier From eq 2, the amplification with feed-back equals
while the lower branch, called the (-circuit, is the amplification without feed-back divided by
shown as a passive network. The way a voltage (1 - AO). The effect of adding feed-back, there-
is modified after once traversing each circuit is fore, usually is to change the gain of the amplifier
denoted A. and (3, respectively, and the product, AO, and this change will be expressed as
represents how a voltage is modified after making a
single journey around amplifier and feed-back cir- GCF = 20 logio 1 (3)
cuits. Both ,u and ( are complex quantities, func-
tions of frequency, and in the generalized concept where G, is db change in gain due to feed-back.
either or both may be greater or less in absolute As a quantitative measure of the effect of feed-back
value than unity: (p is not used in the sense that it 1
is used sometimes, namely, to denote the amplification 1 - AO wll be used and the feed-back referred to as
constant of a particular tube, but as the complex positive feed-back or negative feed-back according
ratio of the output to the input voltage of the am- 1
plifier circuit). as the absolute value of is greater or less than

Fig. 2 shows an arrangement convenient for unity. Positive s*A. r , umty. osltlvefeed-back increases the gain of the
some purposes where, by using balanced bridges amplifier; negative feed-back reduces it. The term
in the input and output circuits, interaction be- feed-back is not limited merely to those cases
tween the circuits that connect to the input and out- l
put is avoided. Thereby feed-back action and am- where the absolute value of is other than
plifier impedances are made independent of the . 1-,a(
properties of circuits connected to the amplifier. unity.

From ,OB = 1+ and (3), it may be shown that

GENERAL EQUATION GCF
10-10-=1-21:!CO1cs¢+I A,3 2 (4)

In Fig. 1, ( is zero without feed-back and a signal
voltage, eo, applied to the input of the A-circuit which is the equation for a family of concentric
produces an output voltage. This is made up of GCF

circles of radius 10- 10 about the point 1, 0. Fig. 3 is
a polar diagram of the vector field of p43 AO F.

l0> l Using rectangular instead of polar coordinates, Fig.
l|1 ,> A W ; H>0 lb 11 4 corresponds to Fig. 3 and may be regarded as a

C)S Lr I\J 7diagram of the field of p43 where the parameter is
KR KR KR j db change in gain due to feed-back. From these
LRL L I diagrams all of the essential properties of feed-back

action can be obtained such as change in amplifica-
Tl , L r tion, effect on linearity, change in stability due toF24V -70V +70V +130V Variations in various parts of the system, reduction

F11 11 of noise, etc. Certain significant boundaries have
Fig. 2. Circuit of a negative feed-back amplifier been designated similarly on both figures.

For example, boundary A is the locus of zero
change in gain due to feed-back. Along this para-

what is wanted, the amplified signal, Eo, and com- metric contour line where the absolute magnitude
ponents that are not wanted, namely, noise and dis- of amplification is not changed by feed-back action,
tortion designated No and Do and assumed to be values of |I range from zero to 2 and the phase
generated within the amplifier. It is further as- shift, cf around the amplifier and feed-back circuits
sumed that the noise is independent of the signal colI ad hrfre isbewe 9
and the distortion of modulation a function only equal cs 2 ad hrfr,le ewe 9
of the signal output. Using the notation of Fig. 1, deg and +90 deg. For all conditions inside or above
the output without feed-back may be written as: this boundary, the gain with feed-back is increased;
Eo +4 No + Do = ,eG -1 n + d(Eo) (1) outside or below, the gain is decreased.
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The complex qudntity 43, represents the ratio by which the C. Constant amplification ratio against small variations in Il,u!.
amplifier and feed-back (or more generally ,u and 13) modify Constant phase shift through amplifier against variations in 4j..
a voltage In a single trip around the closed path
First, there is a set of boundary curves indicated by letters The absolute magnitude of the voltage fed back 1 111is
which give either limiting or significant values of /.L/ and +. constant against variations in ,u and 13 1. 1- 3I
Second there is a family of curves in which db change in gain D.21=0
due to reed-back is the parameter. E. 1 = 90°. Improvement in gain stability corresponds
Boundaries to twice db reduction in gain.
A. Conditions in which gain and modulation are unaffected F. Constant amplification ratio against variations in 4.
by feed-back. G. Constant phase shift through the amplifier against
B. Constantamplification ratio against small variations in[ 1T . variations in | ' | and i a3 1.

1 H. Same properties aS 13
Constant change in gain, 11 - /a,gainst variations in I,uI 1. Same properties aS E
and 1(3. Stable phase shift throughthe amplifier against varia- J. Conditions in which 11y1 -'8s the over-all

The boundary on which the stability of amplification is un- gain is the exact negative inverse of the transmission through
affected by feed-back. the 13-circuit.

STABILITY
stabilized by an amount corresponding to the

From eq 2, 1 e0 is the amplified signal with reduction in amplification and the effect of int-roduc-
1- ing a gain or loss in the .t-circuit is to produce no

feed-back and My therefore, isanindex of theam- material change in the over-all amplification of the
1-, ' system; the stability of amplification as affected

plification. It is of course a complex ratio. It will be by:g or the f-circuit is neither appreciably improved
designated AF and referred to as the amplification nor degraded since increasing the loss in the j:-
with feed-back. circuit raises the gain of the amplifier by an amount
To consider the effect of feed-back upon stability almost corresponding to the loss introduced and vice

of amplification, the stability will be viewed as the {versa. If both > and:f are varied and the vania-
ratio of a change, AAF to AF where 5AF is due to a tions sufficiently small, the effect is the same as if
change either in ,u or ,3 and the effects may be each were changed separately and the two results
derived by assuming the variations are small. then combined.

In certain practical applications of amplifiers it is
AF= 1 - /a,B (5) the change in gain or ammeter or voltmeter reading

ran ~~~~~~~~~~atthe output that is a measure of the stability rather
[&4Fn _ L R Athan the complex ratio previously treated. The
LAP J/11-/1(3 (6) conditions surrounding gain stability may be ex-
F8AF1 13F al36amined by considering the absolute value of AP.

LAFi13 1-/3 [131] (7) This iS shownas followvs:
Let (db) represent the gain in decibels correspond-

If com»e 1, it is seen that , oor the eC-cCrcuit is ing to AF. Then
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WITH fEEOE ACK 1 X A this way it is possibleFEEDBACK

FEEDBACK 2

STABLE UNSTABLE 1

90 Fig. 5 (above) 100 owoedk si,0 e, db my
Measured PO'1 char-CLE
acteristics of 2 am- Referring to Figs. 3 and 4, contour C is the locus of

21'2 l plifiers jmtir=sec th and it includes all amplifiers whose
gain is unaffected by small variations in j11. In

3F
VITH FEEDBACK this way it is possible even to stabilize an amplifier7C andwithoutfee- whose feed-back is positive, i. e., feed-back may be

utilized to raise the gain of an amplifier and, at the
POIVE Fig. ight), same time, the gain stability with feed-back need

BC GanFeu widcyrqec adpatia ifcliswl

60 Gai n -Freq u en Cy not be degraded but on the contrary may be improved.
Tcharacteristics with If a similar procedure is followed with an amplifier

0 and without Feed- whose feed-back is negative, the gain stability

bac o Fig. 230fedthe reductions in gain due to feed-back. Over too

Ou%PUT 3FuNAErL,tMRsroX aplro Fig. 2isagodrmuhbtetanwhutfd-ck... - amplifier oFWitheporeticalewlbeed-perfecth andiaindependent of:

wide a frequency band practical difficulties will

6(db)- With[feed-back, stabilityisdfndihescindvte otecn
I AF Iditionegoratveiin snigai.lwy

To 40g-emt the a timproved b mounts at tbleat aesegreathas.

- Wo with positive feed-back,gainstability never

IX= z4FEEBAC resondulationthproueducionthe gampifie ciruitgeneall
The Ftblt fapiiainwig. 7isF propor- more;al itsmadetthe same-with,andiwithoutlfeed-back

tionalto ATh5gaC lation characteristics is degraded by more than would correspond to

tiARMONI ~~ ~ ~ ~ ncinAURATdulatiowith and without fe-ak

2alAF I _- fed-acforICOSMwi an wthout the increase in gain and under appropriate condi-0 OIP OF 11 20 30 40 Feed-bAck Fo t tions, assuming the variations are not too great
uPuTOFFNAMTL MLIAMS IT 1amplifier -Fig. 2 is as good or much better than without feed-back.With positive feed-back, the variations in tz or /3

db)20IlogoJ AF I M IrS;nmust not be permitted to become sufficiently great
(db) i 20proximateas to cause the amplifier to sing or give rise to in-

8.686[8saeAFIe ( stability as defined in the section devoted to the con-8(db) L.86I AF J8 ditions for avoiding silngilng.
To get the absolute value of the amplification: MODULATION

To determine the effect of feed-back action upon
AF (10) Modulation produced in the amplifier circuit, it is

Vi - 2 I I CO ~ + I ~3 I'convenient to assume that the output of undistorted
The stability of amplification which is propor- signal is made the same with and without feed-back

tionvanishes. toismeansthtthe gain stability iyand that a comparison then is made of the differ-
ence in modulation with and without feed-back.

_iA _ 1 I Cos fcI (11)Therefore, with feed-back, the input is changed to
IJAFNU JARY I 4I3 2 LI e = eo (1 - AO) and, referring to eq 2, the out1ut



From the relationship D 1D it is to be (1- AO). As a result of this relation less expensive
1 - YO, power supply filters are possible in the last stage.

concluded that modulation with feed-back will be re- Phase Shift, Envelope Delay, Delay Distortion.
duced decibel for decibel as the effect of feed-back ac- In the expression AF = F *1 , is the over-all
tion causes an arbitrary db reduction in the gain of LI-tAF= -

the amplifier; i. e., when the feed-back is negative. phase shift with feed-back, and it can be shown that
With positive feed-back the opposite is true, the the phase shift through the amplifier with feed-back
modulation being increased by an amount cor- may be made to approach the phase shift through the
responding to the increase in amplification. 1-circuit plus 180 deg. The effect of phase shift in

If modulation in the A-circuit is a factor, it can be the 1-circuit is not reduced correspondingly. It will
shown that usually in its effect on the output the be recalled that in reducing the change in phase
modulation level at the output due to nonlinearity shift with frequency, envelope delay, which is the

of the (-ircuit is approximately multiplied slope of the phase shift with respect to the angular1fthed l a 1- ,Bvelocity, cC, = 2irf, also is reduced. The delay dis-
by the modulation generated in the fl-circuit acting tortion likewise is reduced because a measure of
alone and without feed-back.

ADDITIONAL EFFECTS '°°°

Noise. A criterion of the worth of a reduction sII1
in noise is the reduction in signal-to-noise ratio at l__
the output of an amplifier. Assuming that the II!
amount of noise introduced is the same in 2 sys-
tems, for example, with and without feed-back, re- z
spectively, and that the signal outputs are the same,
a comparison of the signal-to-noise ratios will be
affected by the amplification between the place at e III
which the noise enters and the output. Denoting -

I~~~~~ V.11 111 V4
K* 11 1lll j80 1, 81

- -75 0-
FUNDAMENTAL OUTPUT HELD CONSTANT 0.1 05 5 10 0oO
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40 oe A 20 LL] ~~~~~~~~~~~~Frequncie threenhangvei gainistblyofthaaesgaswithout

and their energy 1 millionth of the values without feed-back

delay distortion at a particular frequency is the
this amplification by a and aa, respectively, it can diference between the envelope delay at that fre-
be showvn that the relation between the 2 noise quency and the least envelope delay in the band.

T index.13-circuit Equalization. Referring to eq 2, the
a output voltage E approaches -e0 1 as 1 - ,.±3

If noise is introducedIN the power supply circuits Theandequalsuit in cable valu if cos 1e-=

, < ,, < , , . . , .- -,ud~ampiPie withequ a nge in thabs late batter vltag andth=e,

of the last tube, ao/a = 1 and the noise index iS 2qisut
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where ,uo = 1,uo 14). Under these circumstances 22° 14[ I1l TO-85 oov
increasingwhere the loss in theU-circuit 1 db raises the tW13OUTjFEEDBACjJ
gain of the amplifier 1 db, and vlice-versa, thus giving - __WIH2
any gain-frequency characteristic for which a like - _O- WITHOUIT FEEDBACK 0I1E00
loss-frequency characteristic can be inserted in the |10 RNIN1000CCEPE

72 L | I I I I I I I l\ FI~~~~~~~~~~~~ 18 FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

(3-circuit. This procedure has been termed (3-circuit ZC - 7--
L_160

I WITH ~~~~~FEEDBACK

84 .
60 160 |e

plcabet n mlferhvn liiia pos__v

WITHOUT FEEDBACK- 20 100 1000 10000 20000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

72~ ~ __ _ - -Fig. 11. Phase shift, delay, and delay distortion
68 ____ _ with and without feed-back For a single tube voice

freq'uency amplifier

__0 -- - - [more general criterion for freedom from instability
_ ___-[ ~~~~~~~~~applicable to an amplifier having linear positive

56 - - - constants. (For a complete description of the
_s2l - - 1 | criterion for stability and instability and exactly
z I I 1 { t what is meant by enclosing the point (1, 0), reference
48 > | >-_ should be made to Regeneration Theory, by H.
48- -- - - --_

Nyquist. Bell System Technical Journal, v. XI,
-4 - July 1932, p. 126-47.)

To use this criterion, plot A( (the modulus and
40 - - - - argument vary with frequency) and its complex

WITH FEEDBACK conjugate in polar coordinates for all values of
36 - - frequency from 0 to + c. If the resulting loop

or loops do not enclose the point (1, 0) the system32
| ] will be stable, otherwise not. The envelope of the

28 -- | 'transient response of a stable amplifier always dies
!8 \ away exponentially with time; that of an unstable

24 I I I amplifier in all physically realizable cases increases
with time. Characteristics A and B in Fig. 5 are

200 a 4- 6S 0. 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 results of measurenients on 2 different amplifiers;MILLIAMPERES INTO 600' the amplifier having j2( characteristic denoted A
Fig. 10. Gain-load characteristic with and without was stable, the other unstable.
feed-back for a low level amplifier designed to The number of stages of amplification that can be

amplify frequencies from 3.5 to 50 kcc used in a single amplifier is not significant except
in so far as it affects the question of avoiding singing.
Amplifiers with considerable negative feed-back have

equalization. It possesses other advantages and been tested where the number of stages ranged from
properties which are beyond the scope of this paper. 1 to 5, inclusive. In every case the feed-back path

was from the output of the last tube to the input of
AvOID SINGING the first tube.

Having considered the theory up to this point, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
experimental evidence was readily acquired to
demonstrate that ,: might assume large values, Figs. 6 and 7 show how the gain-frequency and
10 to 10,000, provided (b was not at the same time modulation characteristics of the 3-stage impedance
zero. However, one noticeable feature about the coupled amplifier of Fig. 2 are improved by negative
field of lu( (Figs. 3 and 4) is that it implies that even feed-back. In Fig. 7 the improvement in har-
though the phase shift is zero and the absolute value monics is not equal exactly to the decibel reduction
of it(3 exceeds unity, self-oscillations or singing in gain. Fig. 8 shows measurements on a different
will not result. This may or may not be true, amplifier in which harmonics are reduced as nega-
When first thinking about this matter it was sus- tive feed-back is increased, decibel for decibel over a
pected that owing to practical nonlinearity, singing 65-db range.
would result whenever the gain around the closed That the gain with frequency practically is inde-
loop equaled or exceeded the loss and simultaneously pendent of small variations in u is shown by Fig.
the phase shift was zero; i. e., ,:( = I,.'(3I + jo 2 1. 9. This is a chlaracteristic of the Mornistown am-
Results of experiments, however, seemed to indicate plifier, described in the paper by Clark and Kendall
something more was involved and these matters referred -to previously, which meets the severe
were described to H. Nyquist who developed a requirements imposed upon a repeater amplifier
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VKVF[I_____field of operation. In this field, vacuum tube
amplifiers normally possessing good characteristics

so--- _ -- with respect to stability and freedom from distortion
_____ X4 TIIWITHOUT FEEDBAC are made to possess superlatively good character-

in60___ v / __ _ _ istics by application of the feed-back principle.a -4 l- l__l__>745 A4; LL zX SHowever, certain types of amplifiers, in which
Z40___ ___ economy has been secured by sacrificing perform-

- /- z 11ance characteristics, particularly as regards distor-
_t- 7 _c -- - - ~ ~ mED~CK< -tion, can be made to possess improved characteristics
20_ -ttt by the applicat'ion of feed-back. Discussion of

o__tCz -t I I I I I ! I I_ 10 these amplifiers is beyond the scope of this paper.
200 ooo sooo nooo so.ooo 10_0__

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 12. Gain-frequency characteristic of an am-
plifier with an equalizer in the d-circuit

This was designed to hdve a gain frequency characteristic with
feed-back of the same shape as the loss frequency characteristic

of a nonloaded telephone cable C I

was Iron
for use in cable carrier systems. Designed to
amplify frequencies from 4 kc to 40 ke the maximum
change in gain due to variations in plate voltage and irs Pro uct on
does not exceed 10 db per volt and at 20 kc the

change is only 20,000 db per volt. Th'is illustrates A brief description of cast iron and a

that for small changes in , 1, the ratio of the stability comparison of the 2 processes used to
without feed-back to the stability with feed-back, produce it are given in this paper. The
called the stability index, approaches 1 - 1232 cost of cast iron produced either by the1 - A3 Cos cupola or the electric furnace is the same.and gain stability is improved at least as much as
the gain is reduced and usually more, and is theoreti- The electric furnace permits superheating
cally perfect if cos ( = 1 and the production of iron of any com-

Icet position with accurate control. On the
In Fig. 10 is indicated the effectiveness with which other hand, the cupola is limited to the

the gain of a feed-back amplifier can be made in- ..
a

dependent of variations in input amplitude prac- production of high carbon Iron. As a
tically up to the overload point of the amplifier. result of the success of electric melting,
These measurements were made on a 3-stage am- the field of application of cast iron has
plifier designed to work from 3.3 kc to 50 kc.
As shown in Fig. 11, the negative feed-back may been greatly Increased.

be used to improve phase shift and reduce delay
and delay distortion. These measurements were
made on an experimental 1-tube amplifier, 35-8,500 By
cycles, feeding back around the low side windings of M. V. HEALEY GenetddEyeC. Co.,
the input and output transformers.

In Fig. 12 is given the gain-frequency character-
istic of an amplifier with and without feed-back when
in the fl-circuit there is an equalizer designed to
make the gain-frequency characteristic of the am- THE late Dr. Moldenke was probably
plifier with feed-back of the same shape as the loss- the first to advance the theory that the superheating
frequency characteristic of a nonloaded telephone of cast iron dissolves the carbon nucleuses that are
cable. the cause of coarse graphitization and nonuniformity.

In recent years the electric furnace has made possible
CONCLUSION a thorough examination of this theory, and the results

indicate not only that the theory is correct, but that
The feed-back amplifier dealt with in this paper it has enabled the regular production of a new and

was developed primarily with requirements in mind reliable quality of cast iron. The data in this
for a cable carrier telephone system, involving many paper have been accumulated in the last 2 years,
amlfir in tade wit man telephone chanel Full text of a paper recommended for publication by the A.I.E.E. committee on

passing through each amplifier. Mvost Of the ex- electrochemistry and electrometallurgy, and scheduled for discussion at the
amples of feed-back amplifier performance naturally A-I-E-E. winter convention, New York, N. Y., Jan. 23-26, 1934. Manuscript

,~ ~,.,^ s * s r 1 * ~~submitted Oct. 14, 1933; released for publication Dec. 7, 1933. Not publishedhave been drawn from amplifers ctesigneu for this in pamphlet form.
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